Hub Projects – Update Paper 15/66
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
Note the content of this report; the updated programme for the delivery of Hub Projects and that the
amendments to the SHA and TPA documentation between the Board and Hubwest Scotland will require to be
agreed and signed in January.
Purpose of Paper
The purpose of this paper is to provide Board members with an update on the funding issues for Hub and the
updated Hub Programme
Funding Background
Since September 2014 all revenue funded NPD and hub DBFM projects have been delayed due to them being
judged by the ONS (Office for National Statistics) as publicly classified under ESA10 accounting rules and
existing guidance and thus on the public sector balance sheet. The principal concerns of ONS were the level of
public sector influence and control of these projects.
Since then there have been a series of discussions between SFT (Scottish Futures Trust), Scottish Government
and ONS on the changes that were required to the contract documentation to ensure that all such projects
were privately classified and off balance sheet.
th

On 26 November 2015 the Board were informed by SFT that the revised policy proposals for hub DBFM
projects put forward by SFT to the ONS have now been judged to be privately classified under ESA10. This
means that the Boards hub current projects can now move forward to financial close as soon as they are ready
to do so.
The Scottish Government has agreed to all the amendments required to deliver this vital classification
judgement and reaffirmed its commitment to all DBFM projects in the current hub pipeline.
These amended DBFM arrangements are based on a new DBFMCo structure produced by SFT and will require
changes to the SHA (Share Holder Agreement) and TPA (Territory Partnering Agreement) contractual
documents between the public sector shareholders, participants and Hubwest Scotland.
In addition some essential amendments to the DBFM standard contract are required, including revisions to the
profit sharing arrangements (to remove sharing and capping) and the refinancing provisions (to reduce the
public sector share of any gains). Given the limited upside potential in the existing arrangements as procured,
and the low probability of any substantial refinancing gains, these changes were not considered material by
SFT and are to be implemented by way of an update process to the DBFM Standard Form Project Agreement.
SFT also took the opportunity to include other minor updates reflecting changes in legislation, names of
bodies and market precedent.
Essentially the Public Sector ownership of the proposed DBFMco will drop from 40% (30% Public Sector
Participant and 10% SFT) to 20% (10% Public Sector Participant and 10% SFT). Subordinated debt will similarly
be affected.
To address the need to reduce the level of Public ownership the proposal is to form a Charity (Hub Community
Foundation or HCF) which will pick up the 20% ownership to be transferred from the Public Sector to the
Private Sector. This will be independently established and governed and its activities will be linked to the

advancement of education, healthcare and other community services (including taking the equity and
subordinated debt in DBFMco’d that have been formed to design, build, finance and maintain projects through
the hub programme).
The Board and their advisors have continued to work with Hubwest to prepare the current projects for
financial close as soon as was practicable once the ESA10 the uncertainty was removed.
Inverclyde Care Home is the principal project for the Board that has been delayed by ESA10.
A key element of this process is the settlement of the project costs which must be affordable and also
represent value for money. It is accepted by SFT and the Scottish Government that the time taken to resolve
the ESA10 issue has resulted in projects being delayed beyond the point in time that project costs were
originally fixed.
The Scottish Government has agreed that project funding should be appropriately reflect these additional
costs and it is expected that updated project costs will be deliverable within these revised funding
parameters.
In order to speed the process of moving forward to Financial Close, SFT and Scottish Government have
proposed a methodology to pre-agree a funding uplift for projects. This agreement will allow the Board to
enter into discussions with Hubwest with a view to finalise costs quickly on a basis which recognises the cost of
delay.
The Deputy Director of Health Finance at Scottish Government has agreed that the following cost amendments
can be considered a pre-agreed amendment to the FBC for Inverclyde Care Home:1. An inflationary uplift using BCIS TPI to project funding between the quarter in which the Stage 2 price was
held to and Q1 2016. This timescale reflects the expectation that projects will now proceed swiftly to Financial
Close.
2. Additional transaction costs in the hub company and supply chain of £50K.
3. Additional revenue support to enable any Board capital contribution to be removed.
The actual additional funding will be capped at the level of additional costs which the Board deems to be
necessary, legitimate and representing demonstrable value for money.
On that basis the Board are working with Hubwest to finalise the pricing update for the Inverclyde Care Home
th
th
project by 18 December 2015 and to reach Financial Close on the 29 January 2016.
To enable this to be achieved both amended SHA and TPA documents will need to be agreed to and signed off
by the Board prior to Financial Close. Draft copies of both documents together with SFT guidance are attached.
Final copies (with minor amendments to the drafts) for signing will be available early in the New Year.
All other Hub projects will now follow in accordance with the revised programme outlined below.

Hub Programme Update.
Eastwood Health & Care Centre and Maryhill Health Centre are both progressing on-site and projected
completion dates remain March 2016 and April 2016 respectively. Both projects are currently in delay by 3
weeks and 4 weeks respectively but hub maintain that current completion dates will be achieved.

Woodside Health & Care Centre and Gorbals Health & Care Centre OBCs were formally approved by Scottish
th
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Government on 24 April 2015. A Stage 2 submission was made on 18 November 2015. The submission has
been reviewed and a series of workstreams are underway by hWS to address some technical issues, and to
th
provide incomplete information. The target date to return a revised and complete Stage 2 is 18 December
th
2015. If this is achieved a FBC submission is targeted to come to the Board for 16 February meeting before
th
going to Scottish Government for approval on 15 March 2016, and Financial Close during last week in April
2016.
Inverclyde Adult and Older People Continuing Care Beds project was delayed whilst a solution to the ESA 10
accounting issue was resolved. The project is now moving towards Financial Close. Hub are updating pricing
th
which expired during the delay period and are targeting refreshed pricing, by 18 December 2015. Increased
pricing related to the ESA 10 matter is being underwritten by Scottish Government, within specified
th
inflationary indexes. The current target is to reach Financial Close by 29 January 2016, and commence work
on site during March 2016.
Lennoxtown Community hub is being procured by East Dunbartonshire Council through the hub programme.
The accommodation includes 506m2 of NHS accommodation reproviding services currently being delivered
from Lennoxtown Clinic, including 2 GP practices. The project is due for completion 29th January 2016, but is
currently 3 weeks behind programme.
Greenock Health & Care Centre and Clydebank Health & Care Centre have been the subject of a funding
th
announcement by John Swinney on 24 June 2015. Both project boards have developed Initial Agreements
which have been approved locally and are currently in circulation to Board officers. These documents will
th
th
come to the Board for 16 February meeting before going to Scottish Government for approval on 15 March
2016. A preferred site has been identified for Clydebank at Queens Quay, as part of the regeneration plan. An
options appraisal for sites has been carried out at Greenock, but the final preferred site selection has not yet
been concluded. A New Project Request is targeted to be released to hub immediately following IA approval
by Scottish Government.
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